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NEW
TOOLING!

1:76 SCALE 
BEDFORD QLB 
GUN TRACTOR

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 190

SCALE PRICE
AH1002 1:43 £22.95

NEWAustin-Healey 100 BN1
(Tonneau) - Coronet Cream

Austin-Healey 100 BN1 (Tonneau) - Coronet Cream
We launched Oxford’s new 1:43 scale 1950s Austin-
Healey 100 in Issue 186 with the hood in the upright
position.  Our tooling allowed for an open version with
tonneau cover, now echoed with this second release 
in the series.  Decorated in cream with a dark blue
tonneau and interior, the model is registered OAC 783.  
Additional features include realistic silver wire wheels,
with wheel centres, wipers, bumpers and radiator all
vacuum plated silver.  The detailed instrument panel is
finished in black on a cream dashboard and the steering
wheel is tan with silver spokes.  
The Austin-Healey 100 BN1 was a sports car developed
by Donald Healey, who intended it to be produced by his
small car company in Warwick between 1953 and 1956.

Its success stemmed from a single Healey Hundred as it
became known, which Donald Healey exhibited at the
1952 London Motor Show.  Its design was spotted by
Austin’s Managing Director, Leonard Lord, who struck 
a deal with Donald Healey, resulting in the car being 
re-named Austin Healey 100.  During the lifetime of the
Healey 100, over 14,600 were made, either as a 3-speed
series BN1, the subject of our model, or 4-speed series
BN2 manual.  The ‘100’ was named by Donald Healey for
the car’s ability to reach 100 mph. It was also the first of
the three models to be known later as the Big Healeys.
On testing, a BN1 reached a top speed of 106 mph 
and could accelerator from 1-60 mph in 11.2 seconds.  
Fuel consumption was recorded at 22.5 mpg.  The test
car was priced at £1063, included taxes. 
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1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76SHL05WF 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania Highline - Eddie
Stobart -  Richard Hughes

SCALE PRICE
SHL15FR 1:76 £20.45

Scania Highline -
Stobart Super League

SCALE PRICE
SHL02WF 1:76 £22.95

Scania Highline Walking
Floor - Eddie Stobart

Scania Highline - Eddie Stobart -  Richard Hughes
The Stobart Group is proudly sponsoring the Great
British Jockeys Championship from the world of flat
racing.  To celebrate, the Group has unveiled a ten-strong
fleet of signature trucks, each featuring a top jockey.
Here at Oxford, we are equally pleased to unveil the first
model in the series.  First off is Richard Hughes, who 

retired this summer after 27 years in the saddle.  He was
twice Champion Jockey in 2011 and 2013 and was British
flat racing champion jockey from 2012-2014 inclusive. 
Our colourful truck, one of the Stobart Group’s
Renewable Energy liveried vehicles and registered PX15
JHK, is presented in specially themed packaging.  We are
betting that this wonderful series of trucks will be an
odds-on favourite on the Christmas gift list of not only
Stobart fans but also flat racing buffs as well!

SCALE PRICE
SHL01WF 1:76 £21.95

Scania Highline Walking
Floor - Eddie Stobart

SCALE PRICE
76SHL06WF 1:76 £21.95

NEWScania Highline - Eddie
Stobart - A P McCoy

Scania Highline - Eddie Stobart - A P McCoy
This special model features Tony McCoy who retired last
season after a career that saw him become the most
successful National Hunt jockey of all time.  During his
career, Tony McCoy rode more than 4300 winners.

This one-off special truck celebrates both his retirement
and his achievements.  The graphics on both sides and the
rear of the truck say it all ‘#Thanks AP for 20 years of
great British Racing.  A true living legend’.  We see AP in
racing mode on one side and on the other in his familiar
stance- standing in the saddle as he crosses the line!  
The trailer back also has an image of him in winning
mode.  The model is named after Tony’s wife Chanelle.
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Bedford CA Ice Cream Van - Wall’s
We’ve recently reviewed the new N scale version of this
favourite Bedford ice cream van.  Now introduced in 1:76
scale, the model is an exact replica of the original.
Presented in the famous Wall’s pale cream and pale blue
colour scheme, the model features colourful examples of
its wares together with prices in the rear side window with
contrasting ‘snowflakes’ printed in the zigzag cream/blue
decoration on the sides below the serving hatch.  
The side panels along the roof line feature the
tempting Soft Ice Cream slogan with some mouth-
watering ice cream cones at each end while the
Wall’s Ice Cream logo appears in dark blue on a
cream diamond shaped background on the pale blue
cab doors.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
76FTC004 1:76 £4.75

NEWFord Transit Connect -
British Gas

SCALE PRICE
76FTB002 1:76 £9.95

Ford Transit MkI Recovery - AA 

SCALE PRICE
76FT002 1:76 £4.75

Ford Transit Van - Royal Mail 

SCALE PRICE
76CA002 1:76 £5.25

NEWBedford CA Ice Cream
Van - Wall’s

SCALE PRICE
76DEF008 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Defender -
Network Rail

Ford Transit Connect - British Gas
Here at Oxford we have kept pace with every Ford
Transit the famous motor company has launched
across the years and their new Ford Transit Connect
is certainly proving its worth as a small utility van.
For its fourth Oxford outing, it comes decorated in
the eye-catching bright blue British Gas livery with
the company’s ‘flame’ logo in pale blue and red on
the bonnet and behind the cabin.  Registered LG06
GJZ, additional lettering features across the back
doors, together with the 0845 telephone contact
details and a red chevroned skirt across the rear.
Other exterior trim is finished in black and the
wheel hubs are painted silver.  The interior is also
black, including the steering wheel.

SCALE PRICE
76TR007 1:76 £6.95

Mobile Trailer - Hard Wok Cafe
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1:76 SCALE

Jaguar MkVII - Twilight Blue
This classic Jaguar is already part of the
1:43 scale Oxford Automobile series
and having sized it down, our fifth

release in 1:76 scale brings another
authentic colour scheme on our

1950s Jaguar MkVII.  Elegant yet racy
at the same time, it comes painted in a
pale metallic blue colour scheme with
matching grey-blue interior on a black
chassis.  The body colour is repeated
to create the unique wheel decoration
whilst other exterior body trim is
finished in contrasting silver.  

Sunbeam Rapier MkIII - Powder Blue/Corinth Blue
Spanning two decades between 1955 and 1976, the
Sunbeam Rapier was produced by the Rootes Group and
underwent several revisions during its lifetime.  
Our 1:76 scale miniature is based on the
two-door Series III which was introduced in
September 1959.  Improvements over its
predecessors included modified side grilles,
a different shaped number plate recess on
the boot and a redesigned side flash with the
Rapier logo on its rear end.  The windscreen
pillars were reduced in thickness which increased the
windscreen area by a fifth.  Inside, the seats and interior
panels had also been redesigned and upgraded and the
controls were now black instead of beige.  Our model,
registered VWS 437, incorporates several of  these
features where possible and appears in two tone-blue
with silver front grille and wheels.  The chassis is black,

the interior is blue and the steering wheel is black. 
The Sunbeam marque appears in silver and blue on the
boot catch and on the top of the radiator grille, with the
Rapier lettering printed towards the rear of the side flash,
just like the real thing!

SCALE PRICE
76HB003 1:76 £4.75

Vauxhall Viva HB - Monza Red
Lotus Elan Plus 2 - Yellow/Silver

SCALE PRICE
76AH3003 1:76 £4.75

Austin-Healey 3000 - 
Ivory White/Black

SCALE PRICE
76SR005 1:76 £4.75

NEWSunbeam Rapier MkIII -
Powder Blue/Corinth Blue

SCALE PRICE
76JAG7005 1:76 £4.75

NEWJaguar MkVII - 
Twilight Blue

SCALE PRICE
76LE001 1:76 £4.45
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Land Rover Discovery 3 - 
Cairns Blue Metallic
It’s been a while since Oxford released a
further addition to this contemporary
Land Rover Discovery 3 series, which
Land Rover launched to the public in
2004.  Our 1:76 scale Oxford model was
last seen as a Fire and Rescue support
vehicle with the Nottinghamshire
service.  This time, it comes in
‘civvies’ in a striking metallic
dark blue, registered FM54
BUU.  There’s lots of black
satin trim to the exterior, a
variation from the norm,
while the interior is finished in
black and beige and the distinctive
wheel trims are silver.

SCALE PRICE
76LRD006 1:76 £4.75

NEWLand Rover Discovery 3 -
Cairns Blue Metallic

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

SCALE PRICE
76XKR001 1:76 £4.75

Jaguar XKR-S - Blue

SCALE PRICE
76RR001 1:76 £4.75

Range Rover Evoque - White

SCALE PRICE
76FTYP002 1:76 £4.75

Jaguar F Type - Polaris White

SCALE PRICE
76FRE001 1:76 £4.75

Land Rover Freelander -
Firenze Red

SCALE PRICE
76XJ003 1:76 £4.75

Jaguar XJ Saloon - 
Carnelian Red

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE
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Bedford QLB - 4th Infantry, UK 1942
New tooling introduces the Gun Tractor version of the
Bedford QL vehicle to the 1:76 scale Oxford Military
Series and to launch the range, it comes as deployed for
use by the 4th Infantry Division in the UK in 1942. 
This latest introduction featuring it as a Bofors 40mm gun
tractor, is painted in dark green with a lighter green and brown
camouflage cab roof and back.  Military markings to the front
and rear of the QLB are printed in red, white and blue and
the white military number is printed on both cabin doors and
across the rear of the truck.  An authentic replica its presence
will enhance any military diorama of the era.

1:76
SCALEMILITARY

SCALE PRICE
76QLB001 1:76 £12.95

NEWBedford QLB - 
4th Infantry, UK 1942

SCALE PRICE
76QLB002 1:76 £12.95

NEWBedford QLB - 42 LAA
Regiment, Libya 1942

Bedford MWD - 10th Armoured Division,41 RTR Tunisia 1943
The 41st Royal Tank Regiment was one of several RTRs deployed to North
Africa in World War II and this model is the latest in Oxford’s 1:76 Military
Series featuring the Bedford MWD.  Its roles included use as a personnel 
and cargo carrier as well as being deployed as transport for the
motorised infantry during the African Campaign.
The desert colour scheme on this latest release sees it with a dark
brown canvas back, and predominantly beige body, all with dark 
green camouflage markings.  The wheel hubs are also beige.  Military
markings include the RAF roundel on the cab roof with a yellow outer 
circle which aided its identification from the air.  The vehicle’s alpha-numeric
markings are also printed on the rear tailgate and along both sides of the bonnet.

Austin Tilly - Bomb Disposal
This latest release depicts the Austin Tilly as 
used by the Bomb Disposal Squad during
WWII.  Decorated in dark green with
khaki canvas back, the model has
unusually coloured red front
wings and rear wheel
arches.  Military lettering
features in white on
both cab doors and
across the rear, while the
initials B.D.S are printed on the
left front wing.  The seating is
moulded in a light grey-beige.

SCALE PRICE
76RAB010 1:76 £8.95

NEWScammell Scarab Van
Trailer - Royal Navy

SCALE PRICE
76TIL009 1:76 £4.75

NEWAustin Tilly - Bomb Disposal

SCALE PRICE
76MWD006 1:76 £5.95

NEWBedford MWD 10th AD,
41 RTR Tunisia 1943

Bedford QLB - 42 LAA Regiment, Libya 1942
We are also pleased to bring you a second release of the
new QL gun tractor, as used by the 42nd Light Anti
Aircraft Regiment, Royal Artillery in North Africa, 1942. 
This time, the model is decorated in a desert scheme of
sandy beige with light green canopy and crew cab roof.
The ‘leather’ straps to the canopy are depicted in brown.
The vehicle features the RAF roundel with yellow
surround on the cab roof and coloured military markings
on both the front and rear of the truck.  The interior
echoes the exterior body colour, except for the black
steering wheel and the silver front lights and sidelights.

NEW
Tooling!
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Bedford OWB - MacBraynes
There’s no mistaking the bright red, cream and green
signature colour scheme of the famous Scottish company
MacBraynes, complete with its famous Highlander logo
with shield and raised sword, which is seen here adorning
both sides of the Bedford single deck OWB bus.  
The Oxford series of 1:76 scale OWB buses has
covered a wide geographical spread to date and
this latest one will be snapped up by our Scottish
bus enthusiasts in particular.  Its destination
board sees it heading for Fort William on the 
west coast of Scotland, 
registered DUS 24. 

Ford Cargo Box Van - Harris
Only the third release on our new 1:76 scale Ford Cargo
Box Van, Showman and fairground enthusiasts will be pleased
to see the familiar Harris name on our latest introduction,
which advertises Harris’s Old Tyme Amusements, Ashington,
West Sussex on the sides of the rear body.  The model
comes with a bright red and cream cab, bright red
chassis and maroon back.  Registered C124 GKE,
the cab doors carry the lettering ‘Harris’s Fun
Fair On Tour in pale blue and cream dropped
shadow-work and Fun Fair is also printed on the
front of the cab beneath the windscreen.  A final
detail sees the Ford and Iveco badges faithfully
reproduced on the radiator.

NEWBedford OWB - MacBraynes

SCALE PRICE
76LRT006 1:76 £14.95

Leyland Royal Tiger Coach - 
Lough Swilly

SCALE PRICE
76AEC007 1:76 £11.95

AEC Matador Generator - 
American Circus 

SCALE PRICE
76PD2001 1:76 £18.95

Leyland Titan PD2/12 - 
Maidstone & District

1:76 SCALE

SCALE PRICE
76OWB011 1:76 £13.95

NEWFord Cargo Box Van - Harris
SCALE PRICE

76FCG003 1:76 £11.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

TEL: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE
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N SCALE

Land Rover Series 1 88" Hard Top - AA
This superb early Land Rover has already appeared in Oxford’s 1:43 and 1:76
ranges but has lost none of the detail in 1:148 scale.  Decorated in the
nostalgic Automobile Association Road Service livery of the day, the period
insignia appear on the sides and rear of the Land Rover as well as on
the front of each wing.  Silver and black masking defines the Land
Rover radiator and silver is also used to great effect across the
rear doors and on window and
light surrounds.  This is a great
model for collectors of both
Land Rovers and AA vehicles.

 
SCALE PRICE

NLAN188019 1:148 £3.75

NEWLand Rover Series 1 88"
Hard Top - AA

SCALE PRICE
NPE008 1:148 £7.95

NEWPlaxton Elite - 
Stagecoach Coastrider X7

SCALE PRICE
NVWB001 1:148 £3.75

VW Beetle
SCALE PRICE

NSCA001 1:148 £10.95

Scania Highline
Curtainside - Stobart

SCALE PRICE
NPB001 1:148 £4.25

Commer PB - Royal Mail 

SCALE PRICE
NMN004 1:148 £3.95

Mini - Black and Wicker

Plaxton Elite - Stagecoach Coastrider X7
We think you will be blown away by this intricately
decorated coach in this eye-catching Stagecoach livery.
Our last release featured the Scottish CityLink coach and
we stay in Scotland for this amazing Coastrider X7, 
which - according to the graphics - runs hourly between
Dundee, Arbroath, Montrose, Stonehaven and Aberdeen.
Registered SV11 FSA, the rear side windows also boast

leather seats and free Wi-Fi!  Painted in red with white
roof and various shades of blue, the design features waves
and seagulls on the sides, while to the rear the coastline
is depicted with the various stops identified en route.
Number X7 and Coastrider are printed on the sun visor
in blue. Inside, the seats and floor are moulded dark blue. 
So full of colour and detail, this must be one of the most
attractive coach liveries around - real 
and as produced by Oxford! 
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1:43 SCALE
Austin Seven Van - Daniel Doncaster
The popular light commercial Austin Seven Van from the
1920s was used by a variety of small businesses and
comprised a two-seater cabin with bucket seats with a
stripped out rear section and rear doors. 
Our latest release in the 1:43 series is decorated in
dark blue with a grey roof, black mudguards, black
spoked wheels and silver trim.  The gold lettering
printed on the sides of the van and on the cabin doors
confirms its use by Daniel Doncaster, Motor & Steam
Haulage situated in Layer-de-la-Haye, Colchester.  
The van is registered VE 9822.  Inside, the bucket
seats, steering wheel and door panels are moulded in
black.  The dashboard and dashboard top are dark blue
and the door trim is brown.

MAN L2000 Box Van - Platinum 2015
The Platinum vehicle can be claimed by
Platinum members this month, just tick
the spot on the pricelist or select code
SP093 on our website.  If ordering by
telephone, please advise our assistants.
If your order is over £5.00 (excluding
postage) then delivery cost is free,
otherwise there is a handling charge 
of £1.95 .

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

SCALE PRICE
SP093 1:76 £12.95

NEWMAN L2000 Box Van -
Platinum 2015

SCALE PRICE
WM005 1:43 £13.95

NEWWhitby Mondial Ice 
Cream - Vince’s Ice Cream

SCALE PRICE
ASV005 1:43 £13.95

NEWAustin Seven Van - 
Daniel Doncaster

1:76 SCALE

Whitby Mondial Ice Cream -
Vince’s Ice Cream
The fifth in the Oxford 1:43 scale Whitby
Morrison Mondial  ice cream vans certainly
has the WOW factor in terms of
decoration.  Registered V 999 NCE and
advertising Vince’s Ice Cream - Everyone’s
Favourite Ice Cream, the van is white with
blue roof, red skirt and bonnet and black
chassis.  There is a mass of expertly applied

comic strip graphic imagery to the bodywork,
including a colourful all-over scene across the
back.  Tooling has allowed for two ice cream
cones fixed on each side above the windscreen
and Vince’s selection of ices is printed on 
the side window next to the serving hatch.  
No more persuasion needed - join the queue!
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VW Bus - Coca Cola
SCALE PRICE

WE001CC 1:24 £19.95

Jaguar E Type - Union Jack
SCALE PRICE

76ETYP005 1:76 £4.75

T Cab Box Trailer - Coca Cola 
SCALE PRICE

76TCAB004CC 1:76 £21.95

CHRISTMAS

SCALE PRICE
76SET38 1:76 £26.95

Southdown Centenary Set - 
Leyland Royal Tiger/Weymann Fanfare

SCALE PRICE
76SET31 1:76 £75.00

150 Years of London Fire Appliances 
6 Piece Set 
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Five Piece Bus Set
SCALE PRICE

NSET02 1:148 £29.95

Back To Future Trilogy Set
SCALE PRICE

224003G 1:24 £39.95

Eddie Stobart 1:50 Scale
SCALE PRICE

CR005 1:50 £18.95

GREAT GIFT IDEAS!
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AR91 AR90 AR89AR92AR93AR94AR95

AR98 AR97 AR96AR99AR100AR101AR102

AR103 AR51b AR43aAR104AR105AR106AR107

AR110 AR109 AR108AR111AR112AR113AR114

AR115 Saab Album: Here we tell the story of a Swedish company which
had its roots in the aviation industry.  The first part of this publication is
devoted to Saab aircraft from the 1930s to more recent years.  Then we go
on to Saab cars from 1946 to the 21st century.  For almost three decades,

from 1968 to 1995, Saab was merged with the Scania-Vabis
commercial vehicle company. In the third part of this publication,
therefore, we also look at Scania; before, during, and after the period
in which it was connected to Saab.AR115

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

This year we are attending the Warley National Model Railway Exhibition
and we are bringing along several hundred different items to show off our
large range of Diecast models.
Also people attending can see updates on our new and growing Oxford
Rail division product range.

WARLEY NATIONAL 2015
at the NEC Birmingham

Saturday 28th & Sunday 29th 
November 2015

FIND US AT
STAND NO. A12
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